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0. Introduction 

This paper reports on three experiments that tested the psychological reality of sublexical 

phonological units for native English speakers, using nonce monosyllabic and bisyllabic stimuli in 

the AXB task and the Sound Similarity Judgment task, or SSJ (Greenberg and Jenkins 1964). We 

found strong support for the existence of syllabic constituents and subsegmental feature clusters.  

The emergence of subsegmental feature clusters is taken to imply the presence of trainable 

connections between co-temporaneous features or gestures in a word. The perceived phonological 

similarity between two words did not depend on the number of mismatched segments but rather on 

the temporal duration of the mismatched stretches of speech. The importance of temporal duration 

of phonologically identical segments in determining the degree of similarity between words is 

interpreted as support for the storage of phonetically explicit exemplars (Hintzman 1986, Goldinger 

et al 2003, Lachs et al 2003). The number of mismatched syllables did not have an effect 

independent of the number of mismatched syllabic constituents as observed by Bailey and Hahn 

(2001) using different methodology. The results lend support to a network model of the lexicon in 

which word tokens and types are represented as associative networks that act as localist nodes in the 

larger associative network of long-term memory. 

 

1. Subsegmental units 

1.1. Method 

Thirty-four native English speakers were auditorily presented with 156 nonsense, phonotactically 

legal monosyllables three at a time. All words were produced by the same native English speaker. 

The words were separated by two-second pauses. After three words had been presented, the 



subjects were exposed to a seven-second pause during which 16 subjects had to decide whether the 

second word sounded more like the first word or the last word (the AXB setup) while 18 subjects 

were asked to decide whether the first word sounded more like the second word or the last word 

(the XAB setup). Twenty-five subjects heard the stimuli in noise while 9 heard them without noise. 

In each set of stimuli, one stimulus differed from the base (X) by a feature or set of features located 

in a single consonant while the other stimulus was missing a consonant, e.g. in the AXB setup, 

/braup/-/traup/-/raup/, /staup/-/sfaup/-/faup/, /��lt/-/��lf/-/��l/, /keft/-/kekt/-/ket/. Same 

feature differences were used in #_C, #_V, C_#, and V_#. The feature difference and the 

consonant deletion compared were always in the same location inside the syllable, e.g. /braup/-

/trauf/-/trau/ could not occur. Half of the stimuli in A and half of the stimuli in B were missing a 

segment compared to the base; the other half differed by a feature or set of features. Words that 

differed by a feature or set of features could differ by 1) place (P), 2) manner (M), 3) voice (V), 4) 

place and manner (PM), 5) place and voice (PV), 6) manner and voice (MV), or 7) place, manner, 

and voice (PMV). The stimuli are shown in Appendix A. They were presented in a 

pseudorandomized order such that no stimuli with the same change type were adjacent to each 

other. Subjects were tested alone with stimuli presented over headphones. 

 

1.2. Results and Discussion 

Only two effects of mismatch location inside the word were significant for all groups of subjects at 

the .05 level according to the chi-square test (df=1): PM differences were particularly salient in V_# 

(table 1, figure 1), while PMV differences were particularly salient in both V_# and C_#. Position of 

mismatch within the word did not have a significant effect for any other type of mismatch. The 

results are presented in Tables 1-2. 

 



Table 1: The Salience of PM Mismatches as a Function of Mismatch Location 

Location #_C #_V V_# C_# 
Percent and number of participants saying that the word 
differing from the base in place and manner of a consonant is 
more similar to the base than the word that lacks the consonant 
altogether 

55% 
19/34 

48% 
16/34 

18% 
6/34 

61% 
21/34 

 
Table 2: The Salience of PVM Mismatches as a Function of Mismatch Location 

Location #_C #_V V_# C_# 
Percent and number of participants saying that the word 
differing from the base in place, voice and manner of a 
consonant is more similar to the base than the word that 
lacks the consonant altogether 

65% 
66/102 

49% 
50/102 

24% 
24/102 

28% 
18/102 

 
The results indicate that subsegmental feature clusters, e.g. [place + voice + manner], can have 

properties that are not inherited from the component features, e.g. place, suggesting that features 

can fuse into subsegmental emergent units. However, a larger set of stimuli needs to be tested to 

ensure that the results are not specific to the consonant alternations involved but are characteristic 

of alternations in the proposed feature cluster, regardless of the identity of the alternating segments.  

 

2. Syllables and syllabic constituents  

In pilot work using the AXB task with monosyllabic stimuli it was found that words that differ by 

two non-contiguous consonants are perceived to differ more than words that differ by two 

contiguous consonants. This section presents evidence that this effect is due to the fact that words 

mismatched by two non-contiguous segments differ by two syllabic constituents (an onset and a 

coda) while words differing by two contiguous segments differ by only one syllabic constituent. 

Bisyllabic words are used to unconfound number of mismatched syllabic constituents and contiguity 

of mismatched segments. While the number of mismatched syllabic constituents is shown to have a 

reliable effect on the perceived similarity of bisyllabic words in the SSJ task, contiguity does not have 

a reliable effect. Neither does number of mismatched syllables. 



2.1. Method 

Thirty-six native English speakers were presented auditorily with 116 pairs of nonsense, 

phonotactically legal bisyllabic words. Subjects were asked to rate words in each pair on how similar 

they sounded to each other on a 21-point scale ranging from 1 “as different as two words could 

possibly be” to 21 “the same; completely identical”. All words were produced by the same native 

English speaker. A pair was presented twice with two-second pauses between words and a seven-

second pause for the subject to respond. Words in each pair differed by two consonants. The 

mismatches were of four types: 1) where one word has /k/, the other has /n/, and where the first 

word has /s/, the other has /t/; 2) where one word has /n/, the other has /p/, and where the first 

word has /s/, the other has /t/; and 3) where one word has /k/, the other has /p/, and where the 

first word has /s/, the other has /t/. The reason these alternations were used is that the clusters 

produced by combining these phonemes (/ks/, /nt/, /pt/, /ns/, /ps/, /nt/) were attested with a 

type frequency greater than 3 in all positions in bisyllabic English words in the Switchboard Corpus 

(Godfrey et al 1992). and the resulting alternants differed by more than 1 feature. Type of mismatch 

was controlled such that a quarter of stimuli in each experimental condition contained alternations 

of type 1, half – alternations of type 2 and a quarter – alternations of type 3. Half of the stimuli in 

each experimental condition had stress on the first syllable and half on the second syllable. Speaker 

identity and number of matched segments were entered as independent variables together with the 

experimental variable of interest into an ANOVA and only results that remained significant in 

competition with speaker identity and number of matched segments are reported here. Since 8 

ANOVA’s were run over intersecting sets of stimuli, the .05 significance level with the Boferroni 

correction in this study is at .00625. All effects reported here were found to be significant at least at 

the .0005 level. The additional potentially confounding factor of number of mismatched consonants 

that are part of a consonant cluster was independently tested and found to have no effect. The 



stimuli are listed in Appendix B. They were presented in an order that was random except for 

ensuring  that two stimuli from the same condition never appeared within five stimuli of each other. 

Subjects were tested alone with stimuli presented over headphones. No noise was added. 

 

2.2. Results and Discussion 

To test the idea that the contiguity effect is due to the number of mismatched syllabic constituents, 

we made two comparisns: 1) words that differed by two contiguous segments, one of which was the 

final consonant, in a single syllabic constituent were compared with words that differed by two non-

contiguous segments, one of which was the final consonant, in two syllabic constituents, and 2) 

words that differed by two non-contiguous segments, neither of which was the final consonant, in 

two syllabic constituents were compared with words that differed by two contiguous segments, 

neither of which was the word-final consonant, in two syllabic constituents. The reason the 

comparisons were made this way is that mismatches involving the final consonant were found to be 

extremely salient with all types of mismatches tested as shown in Table 3.  

Table 3: Mismatch salience as a function of location in bisyllabic words 

Location of mismatched C’s Medial+Medial Medial+Initial Medial+Final Initial+Final 
Mean score of perceived similarity 
(the higher the score, the more 
similar the words) 

9.441 9.266 7.762 6.209 

n.s. p<0.0005 Significance 
 p<0.0005  

 
Thus comparing mismatches in two contiguous segments in the final coda with mismatches in two 

word-internal contiguous segments belonging to different constituents pits the salience of 

mismatches in the final position against the salience of mismatches involving syllabic constituents 

resulting in observing no difference between these two conditions (Table 4) but the numerical 

tendency suggests that number of mismatched syllabic constituents exerts a slightly stronger 



influence. The perceived similarity of words in which both factors agree is significantly different 

from both cases of conflict, indicating that both factors influence the subjects’ behavior. 

Table 4: Mismatch in two contiguous segments in a single constituent that include the 

word-final segment versus mismatch in two medial contiguous segments in two 

constituents 

Condition 1 syllabic constituent 
Medial + Final 

2 syllabic constituents 
Medial + Medial 

2 syllabic constituents 
Medial + Final 

Mean Score 10.364 9.907 7.762 
Significance n.s. p<0.0005 (vs. either 

other condition) 
 
The hypothesis that number of mismatched syllabic constituents influences the perceived 

phonological/phonetic similarity of words is confirmed by the data in Tables 5-6, which show that 

while words that are mismatched by two syllabic constituents are reliably perceived to be more 

different than those that are mismatched by one syllabic constituent, contiguity of mismatched 

segments does not have a significant effect.  

Table 5: Mismatch in two contiguous segments in one constituent vs. two non-contiguous 

segments in two constituents where one of the segments is word-final in both cases  

Condition 1 syllabic constituent 
Contiguous 

2 syllabic constituents 
Non-contiguous 

Mean Score  (p<0.0005) 10.364 8.127 
 
Table 6: Mismatch in two contiguous segments in two constituents vs. two non-contiguous 

segments in two constituents where none of the segments are word-final in both cases 

Condition 1 syllabic constituent 
Contiguous 

2 syllabic constituents 
Non-contiguous 

Mean Score (n.s.) 9.907 9.021 
 
Table 7 shows that the number of mismatched syllables does not have any effect by comparing 

words mismatched in the onset and coda of the first syllable with words mismatched in the onset of 

the first syllable and the onset of the second syllable.  



Table 7: Mismatch in two non-contiguous segments in two syllables vs. in one syllable 

Condition 1 syllable 2 syllables 
Mean Score (n.s.) 7.776 7.786 
 
Table 8 shows that while mismatches beginning early in the middle of the word are reliably more 

salient than those beginning late in the middle of the word as predicted by the Cohort Model of 

lexical access (Marslen-Wilson 1990/1995), the difference is very small and thus cannot explain the 

difference between words mismatched in one vs. two syllabic constituents. 

Table 8: Mismatches beginning in a word-medial consonant close to word beginning vs. 

those beginning in a medial consonant close to word end 

Condition Mismatch begins early Mismatch begins late 
Mean Score (p<0.001) 7.743 7.803 
 
The results clearly indicate that syllabic constituents are psychologically real for native English 

speakers and play a stronger role in determining how similar two words sound than syllables. 

 

3. Segments and milliseconds 

3.1. Method 

Sixty-eight native English speakers were presented with pairs of nonsense monosyllables that 

differed by either one segment or two contiguous segments. The mismatch always involved the 

word-final consonant. All pairs contained words that differed in place, voice, manner, and nasality. 

All stimuli were produced by the same native English speaker and then altered in duration. There 

were two-second pauses between words and eight seconds for subject response. Each pair was 

repeated twice. For half of the subjects the stimuli that differed by two segments and those that 

differed by only one differed by stretches of speech of the same temporal duration (15 ms). For the 

other group, the differences in duration between mismatched stretches of speech containing two 

segments and those containing one were artificially increased so that words that differed by one 



segment differed by 7 ms of sound while those that contained two differed by 30 ms. In each group, 

7 subjects were asked to write the stimuli down. Only stimuli that were spelled in the exact same way 

by all 14 control subjects were included in the experiment to ensure that the short and long versions 

of the stimuli were phonologically identical and fully perceptible. The resulting stimuli were matched 

so that for each pair that differed in two segments there was a pair that differed in one segment with 

the same onset and nucleus and vice versa. Thus length of matched stretches of speech and number 

of matched segments were controlled. The stimuli are presented in Appendix C. Subjects were 

tested alone with stimuli presented over headphones. No noise was added. The data were analyzed 

using two ANOVA’s where number of mismatched segments competed against speaker identity.  

 

3.2. Results and Discussion 

Tables 9-10 show that words that differed by two segments were only perceived to differ more than 

words that differed by one segment if they differed by a stretch of speech of greater temporal 

duration than words that differed by one segment. Moreover, the same allophone of the same 

phoneme is given more weight if it is phonetically longer (p<0.0005). 

Table 9: Words differing by one segment vs. two contiguous segments: No differences in 

temporal duration of mismatched stretches of speech 

Condition 1-segment difference 2-segment difference 
Mean Score (n.s.) 7.89 8.95 
Mean temporal duration of 
mismatched stretches of speech 

15.2 ms 15.1 ms 

 
Table 10: Words differing by one segment vs. two contiguous segments: Increased 

differences in temporal duration of mismatched stretches of speech 

Condition 1-segment difference 2-segment difference 
Mean Score (p<0.0005) 11.42 8.11 
Mean temporal duration of 
mismatched stretches of speech 

6.9 ms 30.3 ms 



 

The results reported in this section indicate that sound similarity judgments are made based on 

detailed phonetic information about the particular tokens of the words that are being compared, 

including the phonologically meaningless duration of parts of those words. This finding provides 

support for exemplar-based models of the mental lexicon (e.g. Hintzman 1986) in which every 

exposure to a stimulus affects the stimulus’s representation. However, the results so far say nothing 

of the length of time for which the tokens are stored and whether they are formed and maintained in 

working or long-term memory. More work is also needed to determine whether the results hold 

across mismatch types and to confirm the results with a larger stimulus sample. In addition, it would 

be interesting to see if the temporal duration of matched stretches of speech is a better predictor of 

perceived similarity than number of matched segments which, when tested in the same ANOVA as 

subject identity and a variable incorporating number of mismatched syllables, number of 

mismatched syllabic constituents, location of mismatch, and number of mismatched consonants that 

are part of consonant clusters in experiment in section 2, was significant at the .0005 level (table 11). 

Table 11: Effect of number of matched segments 

Number of matched segments 3 4 5 6 7 
Mean Score (p<0.0005) 7.79 8.28 8.87 10.17 11.87 

 

4. General Discussion 

The findings of this paper show that both number of matched segments and number of mismatched 

segments must be taken into account in determining how phonologically similar two word are. This 

has important methodological implications for studies of neighborhood effects in priming and 

morphological productivity since neighbor similarity is usually assessed only be measuring the 

number of mismatched segments. Even the definition of ‘neighborhood’ has been adopted from 

orthography where it was never tested either. Thus the standard definition for ‘neighbor’ in 



orthography is ‘any word that can be created by changing one letter of the stimulus and preserving 

letter positions’ (e.g. Coltheart et al 1977, Carreiras et al 1997) and in phonology ‘any word that can 

be created by changing (or deleting) one phoneme of the stimulus (or inserting a phoneme) and 

preserving phoneme positions’ (e.g. Luce and Pisoni 1998, Ziegler et al 2003). In addition, number 

of shared phonemes is often not controlled in studies of morphological priming that aim to test 

whether it is independent of phonological similarity (e.g. Stockall 2004).  

Previous studies of phonological similarity using Sound Similarity Judgments (e.g. Vitz and 

Winkler 1973, Derwing and Nearey 1986, Bendrien 1992, Derwing et al 1995, Yoon and Derwing 

2001) have all used unmodified nonsense CVC stimuli. In these stimuli, it was observed that words 

that were mismatched in two consonants were perceived to be less similar than words that differed 

in one consonant even if words that differed by one consonant differed by more features. These 

results were interpreted to provide support for the psychological reality of the segment (Vitz and 

Winkler 1973, Bendrien 1992, Derwing et al 1995). However, CVC stimuli that differ by two 

segments also differ by two syllabic constituents and involve a discontinuous mismatched stretch of 

speech that is of greater temporal duration than the stretch of speech by which words that differ by 

one segment are mismatched. In addition, length of matched stretches of speech is confounded with 

length of mismatched stretches of speech. All of these factors can be unconfounded only if 

bisyllabic or multisyllabic stimuli are tested. 

As a result of examining bisyllabic stimuli, we have obtained strong support for the 

psychological reality of syllabic constituents. Yoon and Derwing (2001) have provided converging 

evidence for the existence of syllabic constituents. They used sound similarity judgments to find that 

while Onset-Nucleus mismatches in CVC stimuli are more salient for English speakers, Nucleus-

Coda mismatches are more salient for Korean speakers, providing support for the notion of 

different subsyllabic groupings in English and Korean. This finding suggests that there are trainable 



connections between segments in a word that allow the segments to form different syllabic 

constituents depending on the features of the linguistic input. However, we would like to suggest 

that this fusion can also occur on the subsegmental level. In this paper, we have shown that features 

within a segment are organized into feature clusters1 that can have properties that are not inherited 

from the component features. This finding suggests that trainable connections exist between 

features within a segment as opposed to features being linked only to [consonantal] and [sonorant] 

as in standard autosegmental representations. Kapatsinski (2004) has presented evidence for the 

existence of trainable connections between features from adjacent segments. Native Russian 

speakers were asked to produce a verb given a nonce noun. They accomplished the task by 

combining the root with a suffix. While -a- was the most productive suffix after roots that ended in 

labials and velars, -i- was more productive after roots ending in coronals and palatals. The pattern of 

result was predicted by the frequency of the combinations of the suffix-initial vowel’s [place] and the 

root-final consonant’s [place] but not by type frequency, token frequency, relative frequency, or the 

frequency of the particular consonant-vowel combinations. Taken together, these findings strongly 

suggest that words should be represented as strongly interconnected associative networks containing 

emergent units of various sizes.2 

The other finding of this paper is that detailed phonetic information about the perceived 

word tokens is stored, including information that has no linguistic significance. This finding extends 

the results observed in repetition priming experiments where more priming is observed if the prime 

and target are said by the same voice than when they are produced in different voices (e.g. Craik and 

Kirsner 1974, Geiselman and Bellezza 1977, Goldinger et al 1991, Goldinger 1992, 1996, Schacter 

and Church 1992, Palmeri et al 1993, Church and Schacter 1994, see Lachs et al 2003 and Goldinger 

                                                 
1
 The argument would apply to articulations (Mowrey and Pagliuca 1987) just as well. 

2
 It is not yet clear whether all units above the level of the feature are always segmented out of the speech signal 

with various units differing only in the resting activation level or if new units are formed based on co-occurrence 

patterns between lower-level units. 



et al 2003 for reviews). As Goldinger (1998) pointed out, voice information is highly interactionally 

significant and may even be truth-conditionally meaningful since it reflects the presence or absence 

of sarcasm. A plausible hypothesis based on the voice data would be that only potentially meaningful 

information is stored. Our findings suggest that this hypothesis is untenable, since the linguistically 

meaningless difference in temporal duration of English consonants manipulated in the present study 

also does not carry any extralinguistic information. Consistently with the hypothesis that even 

meaningless features of the stimulus are stored, many studies found statistically significant font 

repetition effects such that words repeated in the same font produce more priming than words 

repeated in a different font (e.g. Hintzman and Summers 1973, Kirsner 1973, Jacoby and Hayman 

1987, Blaxton 1989, Manso de Zuniga et al 1991, Graf and Ryan 1990, Gibson et al 1993, Goldinger 

et al 2003). Tenpenny (1995) conducted a meta-analyses on the studies that failed to find an effect of 

font repetition on the magnitude of repetition priming and found that all studies reported trends in 

the predicted direction and, taken together, the results reach statistical significance and provide 

further support for the hypothesis that meaningless details are stored. Using a different task in a 

different modality, we provide support for the hypothesis that every exposure to a word creates a 

detailed representation of the token, as proposed by exemplar models (Hintzman 1986). The token 

gradually decays and is lost but can persist for a while as shown by the fact that voice repetition 

effects in priming persist for as long as one week (Goldinger 1992). This hypothesis does not deny 

the existence of more abstract type representations (cf. Goldinger et al 2003) which are in fact 

necessary for frequency effects in priming to emerge since all tokens have a frequency of 1 as well as 

for type and token frequency effects on morphological productivity to be dissociable (Bybee 1995). 

Rather, we suggest that a new associative network representing a unit is formed at every exposure to 

a unit and is linked to the network representing the unit type and that these networks act as localist 

nodes in the larger associative network that we call long-term memory.  
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Appendix A: Stimuli used in testing the existence of subsegmental units (phonological 

representation in IPA) 

Base Deletion FeatureChange 
trub rub drub 
klus lus plus 

fr�t r�t pr�t 

�lap lap plap 

bro�s ro�s fro�s 

kwoust woust swoust 

�r�p r�p fr�p 

�laump laump flaump 

�remb remb fremb 

�loum �oum kloum 

pr�lt p�lt tr�lt 

twal tal swal 

�ra�n tha�n kra�n 

flukt fukt blukt 
drout dout frout 
drund dund frund 

bra�st ba�st �ra�st 

kw�lt kw�l kw�ld 

drast dras drask 

kr�ft kr�f kr�fs 

taulk taul tauld 

kl�lt kl�l kl�lf 



klo�nt klo�n klo�nz 

br�nd br�n br�n� 

kelb kel kels 
jars jar jar� 

skrounk skroun skrounz 
dreld drel drelf 
houfs hous houft 

kw�ld kw�d kw�l� 

�a�lt �a�t �a�ld 

�run� �ru� �runz 

lant lat lan� 

toulp toup toulz 
toum oum koum 

b�rm �rm v�rm 

s�nt �nt z�nt 

za�nt a�nt �a�nt 

ka�p a�p da�p 

b�rm �rm k�rm 

doulb oulb zoulb 

�ut ut �ut 

z�sk �sk p�sk 

kla�p kla� kla�t 

sto�d sto� sto�z 

kloud klou klout 

fle�� fle� fle�p 

bre�� bre� bre�p 

ze�d ze� ze�s 

wou� wou wou� 

�le�� �le� �le�� 

blo�d blo�f blo� 

 
Appendix B: Stimuli used in testing whether words that differ by two syllabic constituents, 

syllables, or non-contiguous segments are perceived to differ more than those that 

differ by one syllabic constituent, one syllable, or two contiguous segments. 

Contiguous; Medial (late)-Final; One syllable; One constituent 

�præks - �prænt; r�klent - r�kleps; �brept - �brens; ækl�pt - ækl�ks; b�rn�nt - b�rn�ks; pans�ns - 



pans�pt; re�n�nt - re�n�ps; part�ks - part�pt; p��auks - p��aunt; br�ntens - br�ntept; kril�nt - kril�ps; 

arfeks – arfept; tun�ks - tun�nt; w�rn�ns - w�rn�pt; arl�nt - arl�ps; k�rtiks - k�rtipt; r�mouks - 

r�mount; ho�l�nt - ho�l�ps; kra�s�ns - kra�s�pt; p�rhouks – p�rhoupt 

Contiguous; Medial-Medial; Two syllables; Two constituents 

f�ks�rt – f�nt�rt; brænsEst - bræpt�st; klant�nt - klaps�nt; plept�ks - pleks�ks; �ntemp - �ksemp; 

w�nse�t - w�pte�t; �nt�n - �ps�n; gæpt�r - gæks�r; brunti – bruksi; k�nser - k�pter; kront�st - krops�st; 

sn�pt�l - sn�ks�l; l�ksent - l�ntent; �nsaund - �ptaund; l�nta�d - l�psa�d; l�ks�r - l�pt�r; tr�ksein - 

tr�ntein; �nte�d - �pse�d; tauks�r - taupt�r; kræns�r – kræpt�r 

Non-contiguous; Medial (late)-Final; One syllable; Two constituents; 0 consonants that are 

part of consonant clusters 

pr�kaus - pr�naut; ba�n�s - ba�p�t; k�rne�t - k�rpe�s; ræk�s - ræp�t; wok�s - won�t; sm�na�s - 

sm�pa�t; won�t - wop�s; kw�kes – kw�pet; va�k�ns - va�n�nt; sen�s - sep�t; k�ne�t - k�pe�s; l�ka�s - 

l�pa�t; mok�s - mon�t; won�s - wop�t; d�rn�nt - d�rp�ns; blok�s - blop�t; d�kas - d�nat; b�ne�s - 

b�pe�t; dr�naut - dr�paus; s�kous – s�pout 

Non-contiguous; Initial-Medial; One syllable; Two constituents; 0 consonants that are part 

of consonant clusters 

naus�r - paut�r; narti – parsi; krous�n - prout�n; k�sent - n�tent; n�se�t - p�te�t; nota�zd - posa�zd; 

k�soud - p�toud; k�sa�n - p�ta�n; kaus�rt - naut�rt; nis�nt - pit�nt; not�rd - pos�rd; kos�n - pot�n; 

k�se� - n�te�; n�sol - p�tol; n�to�t - p�so�t; k�sound - p�tound; kos�rn - not�rn; n�sul - p�tul; nat�l - 

pas�l; k�souz – p�touz 



Non-contiguous; Initial-Final; One syllable; Two constituents; 0 consonants that are part of 

consonant clusters 

ka�p�rs - na�p�rt; ne�k�s - pe�k�t; nostr�t - postr�s; kor��s - por��t; k�pra�s - n�pra�t; n�mbit - 

p�mbis; k�ros - p�rot; n�rdaut - p�rdaus; kæmb�s - næmb�t; nukl�s - pukl�t; n�rm�t - p�rm�s; 

ke�n�s - pe�n�t; kæmf�rs - næmf�rt; n�dra�s - p�dra�t; nor��t - por��s; karm��s - parm��t; k�pes - 

n�pet; noum�s - poum�t; n�rve�t - p�rve�s; k�vaus - p�vaut 

Non-contiguous; Medial (late)-Final; One syllable; Two constituents; 1 consonant that is 

part of consonant clusters 

krik�ns - krin�nt; woun�ns – woup�nt; kw�n�ft - kw�p�fs; souk�ns - soup�nt; w�kæps - w�næpt; 

r�nuks - r�pukt; kunekt – kupeks; d	�kafs – d	�paft 

Non-contiguous; Medial (late)-Final; Two syllables; Two constituents; 1 consonant that is 

part of consonant clusters 

tuks�s - tuns�t; kont�rs - kopt�rt; vons�rt - vops�rs; læks�ns - læps�nt; r�kses - r�nset; k�nsult - 

k�psuls; d	
ntet - d	
ptes; �ksos – �psot 

Non-contiguous; Initial-Medial; Two syllables; Two constituents; 1 consonant that is part of 

consonant clusters 

kauns�r - naunt�r; næps�nt - pæpt�nt; nuft��l - pufs��l; kospe�t - poste�t; k�pser - n�pter; n�sats - 

p�tats; n�kt�rn - p�ks�rn; k�nsoud – p�ntoud 

Non-contiguous; Medial (early)-Final; Two syllables; Two constituents; 1 consonant that is 

part of consonant clusters 

skopl�s – snopl�t; snork�s - spork�t; snul�t - spul�s; skantr�s - spantr�t; sk�la�s - sn�la�t; sn�rous - 



sp�rout; sn�krit - sp�kris; sk�rle�s – sp�rle�t 

Non-contiguous; Medial-Medial; Two syllables; Two constituents; 1 consonant that is part 

of consonant clusters 

ske�s�nt - sne�t�nt; snus�r - sput�r; snart�l - spars�l; skous�d	 – spout�d	; sk
s�zm - sn
t�zm; 

sn�saul - sp�taul; sn�t�rn - sp�s�rn; sk�rsoud – sp�rtoud 

Non-contiguous; Medial-Medial; Two syllables; Two constituents; 2 consonants that are 

part of consonant clusters 

skoups�r – snoupt�r; sn�ks�rn - sp�kt�rn; snæft�n - spæfs�n; skuls�nd - spult�nd; sk�pse�t - 

sn�pte�t; sn�fso�n - sp�fto�n; sn�nt�rn - sp�ns�rn; sk�lsoud – sp�ltoud 

Non-contiguous; Medial (late)-Final; Two syllables; Two constituents; 2 consonants that 

are part of consonant clusters 

fæks�ns - fæns�nt; paunt�ns - paupt�nt; w�ns�nt - w�ps�ns; tr�ks�ps - tr�ps�pt; b�kseps - b�nsept; 

w�nsauns - w�psaunt; fI�ntent - fI�ptens; dr�ksouks – dr�psoukt 

Non-contiguous; Medial (early)-Final; Two syllables; Two constituents; 2 consonants that 

are part of consonant clusters 

skæmbEns - snæmbEnt; snol�ks - spol�kt; sna�w�nt - spa�w�ns; sk�rl�fs - sp�rl�ft; sk�rpa�ps - 

sn�rpa�pt; sn�mækt - sp�mæks; sn�kroups - sp�kroupt; sk�rauns – sp�raunt 

 

Appendix C: Stimuli used in testing token storage 

kw�nt-kw�ks; kw�n-kw�f; �rent-�reps; �ren-�ref; hænt-hæsp; hænt-hæft; klent-kleps; klem-kles 


